CREATE YOUR OWN STORY
SHARE your STORY - Not more than THREE minutes

Your story should have three stages:

Stage one is “BEFORE.” What was life like before you got involved with this organization? Paint the picture. Tell us the bad news.

Stage two is “INTERVENTION.” What brought me to the organization? What specific services and support were provided to me or my family? What did it feel like having people care about me and my talents?

Stage Three is “AFTER”. What are the results of the intervention? How has my life changed for the better? What is possible for me now? How am I now able to give back to the organization or to others, or the community?

To get started try answering these questions:

1. What’s your favorite thing about camp?

2. What did you learn at camp?

3. Why were you excited about going back to camp?

4. What do you get from camp that you don’t get anywhere else?

5. How did you change at camp?

6. What do you do today, that you learned at camp? What skill do you have that you learned at camp? What behavior, way of looking at the world, etc. was a result of your experience at camp?